
IMAGE CLASSIFIER ASSIGNMENT



Questions
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ask on Ed
(use ❤ to upvote)

raise your hand and ask



・Do not forget to complete this week’s required ICQ if you have not.

・The class did very well on WE1!

A few items…
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The class is doing very well overall:

A few items…
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A few items…
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A few items…
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IMAGE CLASSIFIER ASSIGNMENT

‣ ML overview
‣ perceptron algorithm
‣ multi-perceptron algorithm
‣ image classifier



Image classification

Ex.  Given a handwritten digit 0–9, identify which digit.
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Classifier
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inputs

Creative Commons CC BY

(created by iconcheese from Noun Project)

classifier

classes



Classification

Classifier.  Given an input, categorize it as belonging to one of m classes.

Phase 1.  Train the model with labeled inputs. 
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training inputs (60K grayscale images) digit

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

input

+
known class label

image classification:  input = image

handwritten digit recognition:  class = digit



Classification

Classifier.  Given an input, categorize it as belonging to one of m classes.

Phase 1.  Train the model with labeled inputs. 

Phase 2.  Apply the model to predict class labels for unseen inputs.
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testing inputs (10K grayscale images) digit

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(test error rate = 6/150 = 4%)error

predicted class label



Real-world applications

・Processing bank checks.

・Sorting letters for mail delivery.

・Reading license plates with a camera.

・Converting text documents to accessible formats. 

・Archiving historical information into searchable formats.
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Real-world applications

・Processing bank checks.

・Sorting letters for mail delivery.

・Reading license plates with a camera.

・Converting text documents to accessible formats. 

・Archiving historical information into searchable formats.

・Grading COS 126 exams.
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Context:  machine learning

Machine learning (ML).  Teach computers how to make decisions and predictions,

by giving them the ability to learn from data.

Supervised learning.  Build a model from labeled data.

・Regression:  make numerical predictions.

・Classification:  classify items into different categories.

Unsupervised learning. Find structure in unlabeled data.

・Clustering:  find inherent groupings (e.g., medical diagnostics).

・Association:  discover association rules (e.g., recommendation systems).

Reinforcement learning.  Agent interacts with environment; makes decisions; earns rewards.

・Gaming:  chess, Go, Space Invaders, ....

・Self-driving cars:  lane changes, automatic parking, .... 
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this assignment



Machine learning and society

Caveat 1.  ML models may not generalize to populations under-represented in training data.

Caveat 2.  ML models may amplify biases in training data.
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Goal 1. Create Java classes (with constructors and instance methods).

Goal 2.  Use Java classes (by calling constructors and instance methods).

Goal 3.  Learn about ML.

Programming assignment goals
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CLASSIFIER ASSIGNMENT

‣ ML overview
‣ perceptron algorithm
‣ multi-perceptron algorithm
‣ image classifier



Binary classifier
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is circle?

no

inputs

yes



Binary classification

Binary classifier.  Given an input, categorize it as either positive (+1) or negative (–1).
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inputs (grayscale images) is 6?

–1

–1

–1

–1

–1

–1

+1

–1

–1

–1

input

yes (positive)

no (negative)



Perceptron classifier

Perceptron.  A very simple binary classifier.
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x0

x1

x2

w0

w1

w2

input
vector x

output/prediction

weight
vector w

S = w0 x0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2

weighted sum

x = (3, 1, 2)
w = (2, –5, 2)
S =  (2 × 3) + (–5 × 1) + (2 × 2) = 5
predict = +1



Biological inspiration

McCullock and Pitts (1943).  Perceptron = simple model of a biological neuron.
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Image:  https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/deep-learning-tutorial/perceptron

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/deep-learning-tutorial/perceptron


Perceptron classifier

Perceptron.  A very simple binary classifier.

Q1.  What to use as the input vector x ?

A1.  x i = grayscale value of pixel i .
Q2.  How to determine the weight vector w ?

A2.  Use training data; learn from errors.
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x0

x1

x2

w0

w1

w2

input
vector x

weight
vector w

S = w0 x0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2

output/predictionweighted sum



Perceptron algorithm

Initialization.  Set wj =  0 for each j.

Training.  Process training inputs one at a time:

・Correct prediction:  don’t change weights.

・False positive:   w′j =  wj – xj for each j.
・False negative:  w′j =  wj +  xj for each j.
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true label –1, predicted label +1

true label +1, predicted label –1

input x label weights w weighted sum predict weights w′

(5, −4, 3) +1 (0, 0, 0) 0 −1 (5, −4, 3)

(2, 3, −2) −1 (5, −4, 3) −8 −1 (5, −4, 3)

(4, 3, 2) +1 (5, −4, 3) 14 +1 (5, −4, 3)

(−6, −5, 7) −1 (5, −4, 3) 11 +1 (11, 1, −4)

false positive
(label = −1, predict +1)(5 × −6) + (−4 × −5) + (3 × 7)

false negative
(label = +1, predict −1)



Geometric intuition
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x0

x1

positive

example

+

+

+

+
+

+

–

–

–

––

–

– negative

example

w0x0+ w1x1 > 0

w0x0+ w1x1 < 0

–

false

positive

+

+

false

negative



Image classifier:  quiz 1

What are the weights w after training the perceptron algorithm on the following inputs?

A. (8, 8, 8)

B. (3, 4, 5)

C. (2, 0, 2)

D. (–2, 0, 2)
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input x label weights w weighted sum predict weights w′

(3, 4, 5) +1 (0, 0, 0)

(2, 0, −2) −1

(–2, 0, 2) +1

(5, 4, 3) −1



Image classifier:  quiz 1

What are the weights w after training the perceptron algorithm on the following inputs?

A. (8, 8, 8)

B. (3, 4, 5)

C. (2, 0, 2)

D. (–2, 0, 2)
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false positive
(label = −1, predict +1)(5 × 3) + (4 × 4) + (3 × 5)

false negative
(label = +1, predict −1)

input x label

(3, 4, 5) +1

(2, 0, −2) −1

(–2, 0, 2) +1

(5, 4, 3) −1

weights w weighted sum predict weights w′

(0, 0, 0) 0 −1 (3, 4, 5)

(3, 4, 5) −4 −1 (3, 4, 5)

(3, 4, 5) 4 +1 (3, 4, 5)

(3, 4, 5) 46 +1 (−2, 0, 2)



Perceptron API
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public class  Perceptron

public Perceptron(int n) creates a perceptron with n inputs, with all weights initially 0

public  int numberOfInputs() returns the number of inputs n

public double weightedSum(double[] x) returns the weighted sum of the weight vector and x

public  int predict(double[] x) returns the predicted label (+1 or –1) for the input vector x

public void train(double[] x, int label) trains this perceptron on the labeled (+1 or –1) input vector x,
updating the weights accordingly

public String toString() returns a string representation of the weight vector,
in the format (11.0, 1.0, −4.0)



IMAGE CLASSIFIER ASSIGNMENT

‣ ML overview
‣ perceptron algorithm
‣ multi-perceptron algorithm
‣ image classifier



Multiclass classification

Goal.  Given an input, categorize it as belonging to one of m classes.
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inputs (grayscale images) digit

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

input

multiclass label



Multiclass classifier
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inputs

classifier

classes



Binary classifier
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is circle?

no

yes



Multiple binary classifiers
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is circle?

is square?

is triangle?



Multiclass classifier
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Multiclass classification schematic

Q1.  How to update weights?

Q2.  How to determine which multiclass label to output?
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x0

x1

xn−1

input
vector x

output/prediction
⋮
x2

perceptron 0

perceptron 1

perceptron m-1

⋮

array of m perceptrons



Multi-perceptron algorithm

One-vs-all strategy.  Create m = 10 perceptrons, one corresponding to each digit.

・Train each perceptron independently.

・Use weighted sums of each perceptron to predict multiclass label.

Initialization.  Create m perceptrons, each with weights initialize to 0.

Multiclass training.  Process training inputs one at a time.

・Consider input vector x with multiclass label i.
・Train perceptron i on input x with the binary label +1.

・Train the other m – 1 perceptrons on input x with the binary label –1.

Multiclass prediction.  Process testing inputs one at a time.

・Compute weighted sum corresponding to each perceptron.

・Return multiclass label corresponding to perceptron with largest weighted sum.
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Image classifier:  quiz 2

In a multi-perceptron with m = 3 classes and n = 4 inputs, the weight vectors are
(1, 2, 3, 4), (4, 0, 2, 0), and (0, 0, 0, –6) for classes 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
What is prediction for input vector (3, 0, 0, 4)?

A. Class 0.

B. Class 1.

C. Class 2.

D. Either class 0 or class 1.
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predict using larges weighted sum

S =  (0 × 3) + (0 × 0) + (0 × 0) + (–6 × 4)  =  –24

S =  (4 × 3) + (0 × 0) + (2 × 0) + (0 × 4)  =  12

S =  (1 × 3) + (2 × 0) + (3 × 0) + (4 × 4)  =  19



Multi-perceptron trace

Ex.  Trace of multi-perceptron algorithm with m = 2 classes and n = 3 inputs.
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input x multiclass 
label weights w weighted sums predict weights w′

(3, 4, 5) 1
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1: (0, 0, 0)

0
0

−1
−1

(0, 0, 0)
(3, 4, 5)

(2, 0, −2) 0
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

0
−4

−1
−1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(−2, 0, 2) 1
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

−8
4

−1
+1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(5, 4, 3) 0
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

4 
46

+1
+1

tr
ai

ni
ng



Multi-perceptron trace

Ex.  Trace of multi-perceptron algorithm with m = 2 classes and n = 3 inputs.
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input x multiclass 
label weights w weighted sums predict weights w′

(3, 4, 5) 1
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1: (0, 0, 0)

0
0

−1
−1

(0, 0, 0)
(3, 4, 5)

(2, 0, −2) 0
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

0
−4

−1
−1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(−2, 0, 2) 1
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

−8
4

−1
+1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(5, 4, 3) 0
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

4 
46

+1
+1

(2, 0, −2)
(−2, 0, 2)

tr
ai

ni
ng

train perceptron 1 with label −1
(because multiclass label ≠ perceptron #)

perceptron 1 updates its weights
(because label ≠ predict)

−1 ≠ +1

train perceptron 0 with label +1
(because multiclass label = perceptron #)



Multi-perceptron trace

Ex.  Trace of multi-perceptron algorithm with m = 2 classes and n = 3 inputs.
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input x multiclass 
label weights w weighted sums predict weights w′

(3, 4, 5) 1
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1: (0, 0, 0)

0
0

−1
−1

(0, 0, 0)
(3, 4, 5)

(2, 0, −2) 0
0:  (0, 0, 0)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

0
−4

−1
−1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(−2, 0, 2) 1
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

−8
4

−1
+1

(2, 0, −2)
(3, 4, 5)

(5, 4, 3) 0
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (3, 4, 5)

4 
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+1
+1

(2, 0, −2)
(−2, 0, 2)

(−1, 2, 3) –
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (−2, 0, 2)

−8
8

1 –

(2, −5, 1) –
0:  (2, 0, −2)
1:  (−2, 0, 2)

2
−2

0 –

(2 × −2) + (−5 × 0) + (1 × 2)

predict class 1
(because 8 > −8)

predict class 0
(because 2 > −2)

tr
ai

ni
ng

te
st

in
g

train perceptron 1 with label −1
(because multiclass label ≠ perceptron #)

perceptron 1 updates its weights
(because label ≠ predict)

−1 ≠ +1

train perceptron 0 with label +1
(because multiclass label = perceptron #)



MultiPerceptron API
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public class  MultiPerceptron

public MultiPerceptron(int m, int n)
creates a multi-perceptron objects with m classes and n 
inputs

public  int numberOfClasses() returns the number of classes m

public  int numberOfInputs() returns the number of inputs n

public  int predictMulti(double[] x) returns the predicted label (0 to m–1)
for the given input vector x

public void trainMulti(double[] x, int label) trains this multi-perceptron on the labeled (0 to m–1)
input vector x, updating all perceptrons accordingly

public String toString() returns a string representation of this multi-perceptron,
in the format ((2.0, 0.0, –2.0), (3.0, 4.0, 5.0))



Image classifier:  quiz 3

How to create and initialize an array of m Perceptron objects, each with n inputs?

A.

B.

C.

D.
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Perceptron[] perceptrons = new Perceptron[m];

Perceptron[][] perceptrons = new Perceptron[m][n];

Perceptron[] perceptrons = new Perceptron[m];

for (int i = 0; i < m; i++)

perceptrons[i] = new Perceptron(n);

Perceptron[] perceptrons = new Perceptron[n];

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)

perceptrons[i] = new Perceptron(m);

creates the array, but doesn’t

initialize the individual objects

creates a 2D array

m and n switched



IMAGE CLASSIFIER ASSIGNENT

‣ ML overview
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‣ multi-perceptron algorithm
‣ image classifier



Q.  How to turn grayscale image into an input vector?

A.  Simple approach:  grayscale values of each pixel, in row-major order.

Feature vector
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matrix (grayscale values)image (RGB values) vector (row-major order)



How to print the pixels of a Picture object in row-major order?

A.

B.

D.

Image classifier:  quiz 4
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for (int col = 0; col < pic.width(); col++)

for (int row = 0; row < pic.height(); row++)

StdOut.println(pic.get(col, row));

for (int row = 0; row < pic.height(); row++)

for (int col = 0; col < pic.width(); col++)

StdOut.println(pic.get(col, row));

for (int col = 0; col < pic.width(); col++)

for (int row = 0; row < pic.height(); row++)

StdOut.println(pic.get(row, col));

column-major order

first argument to get()
is the column, not the row



~/Desktop/classifier> more digits-training20.txt

10

28 28

digits/training/7/4545.png    7

digits/training/5/49785.png   5

digits/training/7/39605.png   7

digits/training/0/1926.png    0

digits/training/3/23412.png   3

digits/training/5/13538.png   5

digits/training/1/32245.png   1

digits/training/2/56325.png   2

digits/training/1/17607.png   1

⋮

digits/training/0/12947.png   0

number of classes

image filenameimage width and height

Input format
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digits/training/5/49785.png

28-by-28 grayscale image

multiclass label



Q.  How to read from two text files in same program?

A.  Use In data type, an OOP version of StdIn.

~/Desktop/classifier> java-introcs ImageClassifier digits-training20.txt digits-testing10.txt

digits/testing/1/46.png, label = 1, predict = 3

digits/testing/7/36.png, label = 7, predict = 2

digits/testing/7/80.png, label = 7, predict = 2

digits/testing/1/40.png, label = 1, predict = 2

digits/testing/1/39.png, label = 1, predict = 3

digits/testing/7/79.png, label = 7, predict = 2

digits/testing/9/20.png, label = 9, predict = 2

digits/testing/9/58.png, label = 9, predict = 4

test error rate = 0.8

File input

46

two text files



How to read the first integer m from a file named input.txt?

A.

B.

C.

E.

Image classifier:  quiz 5
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In in = new In();

int m = in.readInt("input.txt");

In in = new In("input.txt");

int m = in.readInt();

int m = StdIn.readInt(); reads from standard input

(instead of a file)

int m = In.readInt("input.txt");

must specify filename in constructor

must create an object of type In

(instead of calling a static method)



・Develop code incrementally; test after each step.

・Test, test, test.

・Take your time!

・Start now (if not sooner)!

・Seek help if you get stuck.

・Write outline of code (using comments) first; fill in code later.

Before you begin.

・Read Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of book.

・Review Color and Picture data types from book.

・Review In data types from book.

Advice

key to becoming
a good programmer
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Beyond

Beyond 1. Works for other image classifications problems.

Beyond 2. Works for other input formats (numbers, text, sound, ...).

Beyond 3. Improved error rate with more sophisticated classifiers (SVM, ANN, CNN, ...).
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